Abstract: In this paper two measuring techniques are presented for measuring the Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions (HOSIDF) of a non-linear plant operating in feedback. The HOSIDF relate the magnitude and phase of the harmonics of the periodic response of a non-linear system to the magnitude and phase of the sinusoidal excitation. In a controlled system the harmonics generated by the non-linear system will be fed back to the input changing the sinusoidal excitation into a harmonic excitation. The first method applies linear techniques to compensate the bias caused by the harmonic components in the excitation signal. The second method uses a modified repetitive control scheme to suppress the harmonic components in the excitation signal. The effectiveness of both methods is tested in simulations of a mass subjected to Coulomb friction, Stribeck-effect and hysteresis in the pre-sliding regime. The friction forces are modeled with the modified Leuven friction model. The results are compared with the HOSIDF simulated under open loop condition. Both methods prove able to produce reliable results.
INTRODUCTION
In many high precision positioning systems, position accuracy is a key performance objective. During the last three decades, accuracy requirements have changed from the micrometer range to the sub micron and even nanometer range. Examples of high precision systems are wafer scanners for lithographic applications, laser beam recorders for CD/DVD mastering, lathes for the production of optical components like contact lenses, electron design. The majority of high performance motion systems consists of a plant operating in feedback. The modern control theory and design procedures applied for the design and evaluation of these systems are frequency domain based. In this theory the Sensitivity Frequency Response Function (SFRF) plays a key role both in controller design and in loop performance evaluation [Skogestad, & Postlethwaite , 2005] . As an example, a controlled motion system is measured. The system consists of a small DC motor driving a mass coupled through a torsion spring (Fig. 1 ). Fig. 2 shows the Bode The setpoint is a constant angular velocity of 0rad/sec, the band limited white noise generator signal is varied from 5mV RM S to 200mV RM S.
These measurements clearly indicate non-linear behavior which is in conflict with the imperative assumption of linearity of the system behavior when using FRFs. Separating the linear system behavior from the non-linear behavior is possible when carefully chosen multi-sine excitation signals are used [Pintelon,& Schoukens, 2001 ]. An alternative approach to take non-linear system behavior into account is based on higher order Volterra Kernels [Chua, & Ng, 1979] . The Volterra structure however is not able to describe systems with non-local memory like hysteresis, dead-zone and backlash. Both techniques can not be used for analyzing the non-linear phenomena associated with the stick/sliding transition of a system with dry friction. These limitations do not exist for the Describing Functions [Gelb, & Vander Velde, 1968 , Slotine, & Weiping Li, 1991 which are successfully applied in the identification of friction [Guvenc, & Srinivasan, 1994 , Olsson, 1995 , Taylor, & Jin, 1995 , Armstrong, & Amin, 1996 , Olsson, &Åström, 1996 , Besançon-Voda, & Blaha, 2002 , Al-Bender, & Symens, 2005a ,b, Shoukat Choudhury,Thornhill, & Shah, 2005 . It is clear that, although modern, thus frequency domain based, control theory still heavily draws on linear analysis techniques, a frequency domain based non-linear approach to analysis and synthesis of motion systems becomes inevitable. In this paper a new approach will be presented suitable for analyzing the frequency domain behavior of the class of controlled, non-linear, time invariant systems with harmonic responses. The new method is an extension to the concept of the Describing Function as it produces the Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions (HOSIDF) [Nuij, Bosgra, & Steinbuch, 2006] . The HOSIDF describe the linear gain and phase relations of the individual harmonic components of a harmonic system response relative to the magnitude and phase of the excitation sinusoid. They reveal information about non-linear system behavior like for example stick/sliding behavior, which is not visible in the classical Sinusoidal Input Describing Function [Nuij, 2007] . Besides the application in non-linear systems analysis, the authors see possible applications of the HOSIDF in non-linear controller design methods. In [Nuij, Bosgra, & Steinbuch, 2006] , the HOSIDF of systems under openloop conditions were considered. In many cases however, the plant will be operating in feedback.
Either as part of a controlled system or because feedback is required to measure the HOSIDF. An example of the latter is a mechanical system with asymmetric friction. Without feedback, the average position of such a system will not be time invariant as it will drift off its initial position during the measurements. The paper begins with the principles behind the HOSIDF. The virtual harmonics expander is introduced as a concept required to extend the describing function to the generalized higher order describing functions. The mathematical framework is presented as well as a measurement method for HOSIDF. Section 3 describes two different approaches for practical measurements under closed loop conditions. The first method uses a numerical routine for compensating the linear error components in the biased results. The second method applies repetitive control techniques to force a sinusoidal excitation condition upon the plant to prevent biased measurement results due to the feedback loop. In Section 4 a simulation is presented to compare the effectiveness of both approaches. In Section 5 the applicability for machine condition monitoring is considered. The conclusions and ideas for future research are presented in Section 6.
HIGHER ORDER SINUSOIDAL INPUT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS
In [Nuij, Bosgra, & Steinbuch, 2006 ] the concept of Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions including the measurement techniques is described in detail. In this section a brief description will be presented.
Theoretical background
Consider the class of stable, non-linear, time invariant systems with a harmonic response to a sinusoidal excitation. Let u(t) =âcos(ω + ϕ) be the input signal. The system response y(t) will consist exclusively of harmonics of the fundamental frequency ω of the input signal u(t), i.e. it is assumed that the transient behavior has vanished. Response y(t) can be written as a summation of harmonics of the input signal u(t), each with an amplitude and phase, which can depend on the amplitudeâ, phase ϕ and frequency ω of the input signal (Fig. 3) . This non-linear system can be modeled as a cascade of a virtual harmonics expander and a parallel connection of (non)linear subsystems. The virtual harmonics expander is defined as a non-linear component which transforms a sinusoidal input signal u(t) with frequency ω, amplitudeâ and phase ϕ, (Eq. 1) into a harmonic output signalȗ(t). This output signalȗ(t) consists of an infinite number of harmonics of the input signal u(t) with frequency nω, amplitudeâ and phase nϕ (Eq. 2).
The individual harmonics componentsâ cos(n(ωt+ ϕ)) serve as virtual inputs of the respective (non)linear subsystems H n (â, ω) resulting in output components A n (â, ω)cos(n(ωt+ϕ)+ϕ n (â, ω)), (Fig. 3) . In this paper the (non)linear subsystems H n (â, ω) will be referred to as the Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions (HOSIDF). These functions can be defined as the complex ratio of the n th harmonic component in the output signal to the virtual n th harmonic signal derived from the excitation signal. Like the first order describing function [Slotine, & Weiping Li, 1991] , the higher order describing functions are calculated from the corresponding Fourier coefficients (Eq. 3).
Where H n (â, ω) can be interpreted as a descriptor of the individual harmonic distortion components in the output of a time invariant non-linear system with harmonic response as function of the amplitude and frequency of the driving sinusoid.
Measurement technique for HOSIDF
In this paper, the HOSIDF are determined using FFT techniques. Both the input signal u(t) and output signal y(t) (Fig. 4) are Fourier transformed with a transform size of 2m. The resulting single sided spectra contain m + 1 frequency lines each with T b the length of the data block. T b is chosen a multiple p times the period T = 2π ω of the excitation signal. This assures that all the power of the excitation signal is concentrated in frequency-line p. The power of the response signal is fully concentrated in the frequency lines n · p with n ∈ N, so leakage is absent.
As an example, let us consider the calculation of the k-th order SIDF. According to (Eq. 3) this HOSIDF is calculated from the k-th harmonic component in the output signal y(t) of the system divided by the k-th harmonic componentȗ k (t) generated by the virtual harmonics expander. The signalȗ k (t) however cannot be measured but has to be derived from the measurable input signal u(t). Using (Eq. 1, 2) the frequency nω, amplitudeâ and phase nϕ of every component from the output of the harmonics expander can be calculated. In the frequency spectrum of u(t) the frequency line p with complex value a p + jb p represents the input signal. The square root of the power in this frequency line is the amplitudeâ (Eq. 4) and the phase angle of this frequency line equals phase ϕ (Eq. 5).
In the spectrum of the system output signal y(t), the frequency line with number k · p and complex value a kp + jb kp represents the output of the subsystem H k (â, ω). The square root of the power in this frequency line is the amplitude A k (â, ω):
The phase angle of this frequency line ϕ kout is the sum of the phase of the k th component of the virtual harmonics expander ϕ kin and the system phase ϕ k (â, ω):
From (Eq. 4) and (Eq. 6) the magnitude of the k th order SIDF can be calculated as:
The phase ϕ k (â, ω) of the k-th order SIDF can be calculated from (Eq. 7) and (Eq. 5):
HOSIDF OF A NON-LINEAR PLANT IN A CONTROLLED SYSTEM
Let us consider the class of systems consisting of a time invariant, controlled, stable non-linear plant with a harmonic response to a sinusoidal excitation. As stated in Section 2.1, sinusoidal excitation is a necessary condition in the concept of HOSIDF. with feedback controller C and reference signal r(t) = 0. Through an additional input positioned between the controller and the plant, the plant is subjected to a sinusoidal excitation p(t) = acos(ωt + ϕ), independent of the dynamics of the controller. Due to the non-linear behavior of the plant, its output y(t) = ∞ n=0 G n cos(nωt + ϑ n ) will contain harmonics of the excitation signal p(t). As a result of the feedback, the input of the plant u(t) = ∞ n=0 E n cos(nωt + θ n ) will also contain harmonics of p(t). This conflicts with the sinusoidal excitation condition required [Slotine, & Weiping Li, 1991 , Atherton, 1975 , Nuij, Bosgra, & Steinbuch, 2006 , Nuij, 2007 . This harmonic input signal u(t) causes several non-linear phenomena in the output signal y(t) [Bussgan, Ehran, & Graham, 1974 , Wiener, & Spina, 1980 , Billings, & Tsang, 1989 , Solomou, Evans, Rees, & Chiras, 2002 , Yue, Billings, & Lang, 2005 
like:
Gain compression/expansion. The input amplitude dependent relation between an input frequency component ω 0 and the output signal at frequency ω 0 . This mechanism is completely described by the first order SIDF. Generation of harmonics. The generation of harmonics as function of frequency and input amplitude which is described by the higher order SIDF. Desensitization. Desensitization describes the influence an input frequency component ω 1 has on a not harmonically related output component with frequency ω 2 . Intermodulation. As the result of intermodulation, two input frequency components of for example 5ω 0 and 3ω 0 will cause an output frequency component 2ω 0 .
In Section 3.1 a numerical compensation method will be presented to reduce the bias in the estimated HOSIDF caused by gain compression/expansion. An alternative approach is presented in Section 3.2. In this section is described that, since the harmonics in the input signal can be treated as periodic disturbances and since their period-time is exactly known, significant rejection is possible using repetitive control [Hara, Yamamoto, Omata, & Nakano, 1988 , Tomizuka, Tsao, & Chew, 1988 , Yau, & Tsai, 1999 . Both approaches will be demonstrated with a simulation in order to objectively evaluate their effectiveness under well controlled circumstances.
Numerical compensation
Consider the class of time-invariant, controlled, stable, non-linear systems with a harmonic response to a sinusoidal excitation. Due to the feedback a sinusoidal excitation signal p(t) results in a harmonic excitation u(t) of the nonlinear plant H, (Fig. 5 ). In the frequency domain u(t) can be decomposed into its harmonic components U (ω) = ∞ n=0 U n with n ∈ N. Likewise the output y(t) of the system can be expressed as (Fig. 6 ). Let us consider the signal equations relating the excitation signal P (ω) to the first harmonic component U 1 and the n th harmonic component U n of U (ω), hereby neglecting the non-linear effects of desensitization and intermodulation.
(10)
with C 11 and C nn the complex values of the (linear) controller for respectively ω and nω 0 . H 11 is the approximated first order SIDF at ω relating U 1 and Y 1 . H nn represent the relation between the n th order harmonic U n in the excitation signal and its contribution to the total content of Y n . H nn can be estimated by evaluating the approximated first order SIDF H 11 at the frequencies nω. H 1n is the n th order SIDF and models the contribution of the first harmonic U 1 in the excitation signal to the output signal Y n . This term models the generation of the n th harmonic as function of the first harmonic. H 11 and H 1n can be determined from the excitation signal P used as the instrumental variable and the input signal U of the plant:
In (Eq. 12,13) the first order SIDF H 11 will be biased because this model does not take the influences of intermodulation into account. This non-linear process can generate a signal with frequency ω 0 in Y 1 which is not modeled. Its influence however is considered small with respect to the signal generated by U 1 H 11 . Subsequently H nn will be biased too because it is derived from H 11 by evaluating H 11 at frequency nω. The term (1 + H nn C nn ) in (Eq. 14,15) is the compensation of the bias in the n th order SIDF which results from the linear effects of the n th harmonic present in the excitation signal. The bias in H 1n caused by intermodulation however can not be removed because the contribution of this phenomenon to Y n has not been modeled. 
Repetitive control
Consider the ideal repetitive control system shown in Fig.7 . The repetitive controller M is an addon device which generates infinite amplification at the harmonics of the excitation frequency ω 0 [Steinbuch, 2002] . The function relating the input signal e(t) of the memory loop to the excitation signal p(t) is given by
Since |M (nω 0 )| = ∞ ∀n ∈ N, the input e(t) of the memory loop will be zero for DC and all the harmonics of the sinusoidal excitation signal p(t). Consequently the input of the plant u(t) will be equal to the excitation signal p(t). The system is in an open loop condition for the excitation frequency and its harmonics and so the HOSIDF can be determined without bias from u(t) and y(t). In its basic layout, the repetitive controller M consists of a delay of length T 0 = 2π ω0 and positive feedback (Fig. 8) . The upper trace of Fig. 9 shows the magnitude of the Frequency Respons Function (FRF) of the ideal memory loop.
Repetitive controller
In Fig. 8 a block diagram of the applied repetitive controller is shown. The controller consists of two delays, a robustness filter Q(z), constant gain blocks γ, γ −1 , DC reconstruction filter DC(z) and learning filter L(z). The delays are implemented as discrete time FIFO shift registers. Their total length is N − q − l and l respectively with N = T 0 · f s , f s being the sampling frequency of the memory loop. The constants q and l are the delays caused by the linear phase lowpass filter Q(z) and the learning filter L(z) required for stability. The DC reconstruction filter is required for canceling the gain at 0 Hz in the memory loop. As can be seen in Fig. 9 at DC the amplification is infinite so there will be no feedback at DC in a repetitive control system. This is undesirable in applications where DC feedback is required for the system to function like positioning systems subjected to gravity. The output of the DC reconstruction filter, which equals the DC level of the memory loop, is subtracted from the memory loop signal, (Fig. 8) . The transfer function of the DC reconstruction filter is given by the following comb-filter:
The FRF of the memory loop with DC reconstruction is shown in the lower trace of Fig. 9 .
Stability
In order to successfully apply the memory loop as an add-on device under measurement conditions, overall system stability must be preserved [Tomizuka, Tsao, & Chew, 1988 , Hillerström, 1996 , Chew, & Tomizuka, 1990 . The transfer function of the memory loop M is given by
Assuming linearity of H, (Eq. 16) can be rewritten as
M s is the modifying complementary sensitivity function and describes the modification of the complementary sensitivity function of the original system without repetitive control. Substituting (Eq. 18) in (Eq. 19) yields:
where S is the sensitivity.
From (Eq. 20) a sufficient criterion for stability based upon small gain assumptions can be derived:
for all z with |z| = 1. Since |Q| ≤ 1, the stability criterion (Eq. 22) can be reduced to
At 0Hz |1 − DC| = 1, for all other frequencies |1−DC| < 1. So stability is guarantied if |γ| = 1− ǫ and L = S −1 . The learning filter L can be designed with the ZPETC algorithm [Tomizuka, 1987] and the resulting phase delay of l samples is absorbed in the two delay blocks. Depending upon the characteristics of S, an additional notch-filter is required to reduce the DC gain of the L filter in order to maintain DC feedback in the main system. The notch should not be positioned inside the memory loop since it does not exhibit a linear phase characteristic like the robustness filter Q. As a result its delay can not be compensated resulting in a significant reduction of the gain at the harmonics of the excitation frequency. Since the gain block γ does not exhibit phase shift, its influence on the memory loop gain is significantly less.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
The effectiveness of both methods is tested with well controlled simulations instead of measurements on a real system in order to focus on effects truly related to the individual methods. The plant under test consists of a single degree of freedom mass M subjected to friction (Fig.  10) . The mass is excited with a driving force F and experiences a friction force F f . Its position x is subtracted from the reference signal r = 0. range covers both the pre-sliding and the grosssliding regime. Since the system has odd behavior, it will not require feedback to remain at a constant position when being excited sinusoidally in the gross-sliding regime. This allows the HOSIDF to be determined under open loop conditions. These open loop results will be used as a reference for the HOSIDF determined under closed loop conditions. All presented HOSIDF give the relation between force input F and position output x. The time-series F (t) and x(t) are the simulation results and serve as the input data for the calculations of the HOSIDF. These time-series have a length of 8 times the period length of the actual excitation frequency f exc . This results in a frequency resolution ∆f = 1 8 f exc . In the first simulation the odd order SIDF of the plant are determined. These results will serve as a reference for a second simulation under closed loop conditions and a third simulation under closed loop conditions with additional repetitive control.
Open loop simulation
The results of the open loop simulation are presented in Fig. 11 . The upper row shows the magnitude plots. The lower row shows the phase information. For excitation levels less than 1N, the system is in the pre-sliding regime and the first order SIDF resembles the frequency response function of a damped second order system. For frequencies below approximately 15Hz the system is dominated by the friction induced stiffness. This stiffness equals the sum of the stiffnesses k i of the individual Maxwell slip elements used for modeling the hysteresis (1). The maximum friction induced stiffness of 9e4N/m results in a level of -99dB in the magnitude of the first order SIDF. Since the mass is 10kg this combination yields a friction induced resonance frequency of 15Hz which is visible in both the magnitude curve and the phase curve of the first order SIDF. Above 15Hz the mass behavior becomes dominant. For low frequencies the border between the pre-sliding regime and the gross sliding regime is clearly visible. An excitation with a magnitude less than 1N and a frequency below 15Hz will not lead to gross sliding. Excitations above 1N will cause gross sliding and the first order SIDF becomes independent of the excitation amplitude. This can mistakenly be interpreted as a linear regime of this non-linear system. The high values of the third and fifth order SIDF however indicate nonlinear system behavior present also in the gross sliding regime. Both the third order and fifth order magnitude plots show a maximum value as function of excitation for every frequency. Fig. 12 displays these amplitude/frequency combinations and shows that these maxima do not occur at a fixed excitation level. For increasing excitation levels, the magnitudes of the third and fifth order SIDF decrease which indicates that the system tends to linear behavior for very high excitation levels.
Numerical compensation validation
In the second simulation the feedback loop is closed (S 1 closed, S 2 open in Fig. 10 ). The level of the excitation signal P is changed to equalize the magnitude values of the first harmonic U 1 and the magnitude values of the excitation π/2 rad. To test the effectiveness of the numerical compensation techniques presented in Section 3.1, the fifth order SIDF at 0.05Hz and 0.2Hz are recalculated using (Eq. 14, 15). In the first column of Fig. 13 the magnitude errors and phase errors are shown, calculated as the difference between the fifth order data from the closed loop simulation and the open loop simulation. The second column shows the correction values derived from the first order SIDF at 0.25Hz respectively 1Hz derived from the closed loop simulation. The third column shows the remaining errors after compensation. The magnitude residue has extreme values on the steep flanks of the HOSIDF, when the system leaves the pre-sliding regime and enters the gross sliding regime. Due to this steepness an excitation error of 0.5% will cause a variation of approximately 0.25dB in the magnitude estimates of the first and fifth order SIDF. The steady error in the excitation range above 100N can not be explained by this excitation tolerance. Likely causes are non-modeled phenomena like intermodulation and desensitization. In this paper no further research is done into these errors mechanisms. The stick/sliding transition is also visible in the residual phase error. Outside this border region the residual phase error is very small. From the results can be concluded that measuring HOSIDF in a closed loop situation is prone to large errors if the influence of the existence of higher harmonic components in the excitation signal is ignored. Applying a compensation method based upon purely linear assumptions reduces the errors significantly. The main drawback of the compensation method is the requirement to do additional measurements at multiples of the frequency of interest thereby increasing the throughput time of the measurement session.
Repetitive control validation
In the repetitive control simulation the feedback loop is closed and the system is equipped with an additional repetitive controller (S 1 closed, S 2 closed in Fig. 10 ). The plant has odd behavior so it will not drift from its position under sinusoidal excitation. Therefore no DC feedback is required and the DC reconstruction filter (Fig. 8) is omitted for simplicity and speed of simulation. The learning filter L (Fig. 8) is designed as the inverse of the sensitivity function (Eq. 21). The plant data are derived from the first order SIDF data simulated under closed loop conditions. Since the plant data depend strongly upon the excitation level, both the pre-sliding and the sliding regime require tailored L filters. In practice this might prove difficult because the design of the L filter is based upon a linearized model. In those situations the stability of the repetitive control loop has to be further increased by reducing the learning rate of the memory loop at the expense of speed of convergence. This is realized by incorporating an additional gain of 1 − ε in series with the L filter. A well tuned memory loop effectively suppresses the excitation frequency component ω 0 in the controller signal so the input of the plant is equal to the excitation signal P (ω 0 ). Subsequently no amplitude matching is required to assure equal excitation levels in both the open loop simulation and the repetitive control simulation. The magnitude and phase differences between the repetitive control data and the open loop data exc.
harm. 5 Fig. 16 . Amplitude/frequency grid point with a HOSIDF magnitude error larger than -0.1dB (upper row) and grid points with harmonic excitation signal components more than 90dB above noise level (lower row).
are presented in Fig. 15 . The magnitude errors shown in the first row are less than 1dB over the complete excitation/frequency grid. The maximum errors are located in the gross sliding regime (excitation force > 1N ) at excitation frequencies around 1Hz. The dominant phase errors depicted in the second row can be found at the stick/sliding transition. Here the phase gradient δϕ δâ , in the direction of the excitation axis is the steepest, (Fig. 11) . Closer inspection of the magnitude errors in the third order SIDF and fifth order SIDF reveal a correlation between these errors and the excitation frequency/excitation-magnitude combination used in the simulation. The first row in Fig. 16 indicates these frequency/excitationmagnitude combinations which resulted in magnitude errors exceeding -0.1dB in the third order SIDF and fifth order SIDF. The second row shows the frequency/excitation-magnitude grid points in which the excitation signal u(t) still has noticeable third and fifth harmonic components. In these excitation grid points, the third and fifth order harmonics are more than 90dB above the noise floor of the excitation signal p(t). The similarities between both rows indicate that the errors depicted in Fig. 15 are caused by non-perfect suppression of the harmonic components in the input signal u(t) to the plant. No further research is done into the relation between the amount of harmonic suppression and the simulation parameters like step size, type of solver and sampling frequency in the repetitive loop. The results show that the HOSIDF of a non-linear plant in a closed loop system can be determined reliably if the harmonic components in the excitation signal are sufficiently suppressed using repetitive control. 
APPLICABILITY IN MACHINE CONDITION MONITORING
In many machines, changes in dynamic behavior over time are indicative for wear. Detecting these changes is a prerequisite for efficient preventive maintenance. Both linear [Zattoni, 2005] and nonlinear techniques [Wong,& Barhorst, 2006 , Neto, de Mello, & dos Santos, 2006 are used for detection. Since the HOSIDF reveal valuable additional information about non-linear behavior, monitoring HOSIDF can generate additional information about the wear status of a machine. Measuring the HOSIDF of a real machine is viable, also when operating in feedback. The required sinusoidal test signals are well defined and have a low crest factor which make them suitable for testing sensitive systems. The increasing flexibility of digital controllers allow repetitive controllers to be implemented as add on devices. Combined with additional self-diagnosis software, the machine can be programmed to compare its actual HOSIDF data with the data from its virgin state. For the comparison to be reliable, the test conditions should be close to the reference situation, both with respect to the operating point chosen and with respect to the average external disturbances acting onto the machine. Establishing the allowable tolerances on operating conditions might prove difficult in practice.
To demonstrate an application in machine condition monitoring, consider the system presented in Section 4. In the stick phase, the system behavior is dominated by its friction induced (hysteretic) spring stiffness and its mass. In the simulation, the total spring stiffness k i = 9e4N/m, (Appendix). With a mass of 10kg this yields a friction induced resonance frequency f res of 15Hz. In Fig. 17 , the HOSIDF are shown for an excitation amplitude of 0.2N.
The first order SIDF clearly reflects the dynamics of a second order system with a resonance frequency of 15Hz. The HOSIDF of order three and five indicate non-linear system behavior. The maxima in their magnitude plots are located at f res /3 and f res /5 respectively. Their phase plots show steep gradients around 15Hz. These HOSIDF serve as the reference situation in a comparison simulation. In subsequent simulations, the spring stiffnesses k i are multiplied with 0.99, 1.01 and 1.001. Fig. 18 shows the HOSIDF relative to the HOSIDF of the reference system for k i multiplied with 0.99 and 1.01 respectively. Differences between the corresponding HOSIDF indicate changes in the behavior of the system. The magnitude and phase differences of the first order SIDF are only small which makes it difficult to detect the small changes in system behavior from these data. The differences clearly increase as the order of the SIDF increases. The differences for the fifth order are approximately 20 times larger than the corresponding data for the first order, which makes them much easier to detect.
CONCLUSIONS
An extension of the theory of Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions towards Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions was presented. Hereto the concept of the Virtual Harmonics Expander was introduced. The theory was developed for the class of non-linear systems with a periodic response to a sinusoidal excitation. An Fast Fourier Transform based method was described, suitable for measuring both magnitude and phase of the Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Function. Two approaches were demonstrated to deal with the effects of harmonic contamination of the excitation signal caused by feedback. The first method compensates the linear effects of the presence of harmonic components in the excitation signal. The propagation of the harmonic components through the system was analyzed and a compensation algorithm was derived. The second method uses repetitive control to suppress harmonic components in the excitation signal. like in machine condition monitoring and synthesis techniques for non-linear controllers.
